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Van’s Kitchen

Van’s Kitchen is a certified women
and minority-owned egg roll
company founded by Vietnamese
immigrants who sought out the
American Dream. For 35 years, we
have been dedicated to creating
authentic egg rolls with love in
every bite. Van’s Kitchen believes
that all people are Made to Love,
and every egg roll we make is a
representation of this.

AT VAN’S KITCHEN, we show

up every day with the purpose of
empowering underdogs, outsiders
and the ‘least of these’ to rise up,
conquer challenges and fulfill their
dreams. We do this by creating egg
rolls that are authentic and made with
love, just as our founders did in 1986.
Our CEO, Theresa Motter has been
recognized by several organizations
for her inspirational leadership
and community-centered business
approach. We are also grateful to
have been recognized by CSN’s 2020
Best New Product Awards for our
Vegetable 4-pack egg rolls.

Van’s Kitchen egg rolls are a
convenience store staple that fill the
need for Asian grab & go cuisine.
Shifts in the c-store market within
the past year have prompted the
need for our touch-free 4-pack
egg rolls. This offering meets
retailer and consumer demand
for safe and portable Asian flavor.
Available in Chicken, Pork, Orange
Chicken, and Vegetable varieties,
our 4-packs can be microwaved in
store for immediate consumption or
taken home and cooked in a toaster
oven, conventional oven, traditional
fryer or air fryer—making them
versatile for consumer demand.
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For shoppers who are seeking an
individual quick snack or meal, we
also offer the convenience of an egg
roll 2-pack with a handy microwave
crisping sleeve. 2-packs are available
in Pork and Chicken varieties and
are shipped to our clients in an easy
display-ready case.
To those who know us for our roller
grill product, our classic Pork and
Chicken egg rolls are also ready to
roll when you are!
Whether you are seeking to
increase flavor diversity in your
store with a touch-free option or if
you are ready to restock your roller
grill, we look forward to sharing
our Made to Love egg rolls with
you and your shoppers.
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